A theorem about a system of strong impulsive degenerate nonlinear parabolic functional-differential inequalities in an arbitrary parabolic set is proved. As a consequence of the theorem, some theorems about impulsive degenerate nonlinear parabolic differentia] inequalities and the uniqueness of a classical solution of an impulsive degenerate nonlinear parabolic differential problem are established.
Introduction
In this paper we prove a theorem about strong inequalities for the following diagonal system of degenerate nonlinear parabolic functional-differential inequalities F(t,x,u(t,x) ,ut i(t x) x), x), v) (i-1 m), > Fi(t, x, v(t, x), v v(t, v x x ( t , i (1.1) where (t,x) eD\[.J ({tj}xNn), 0<tl<...<ts<to+T and D is a relatively arbitrary set 3--1 more general than the cylindrical domain (to, o + T) x D0 C Nn + 1. In the expressions t wix(t, Fi(t,x,w(t,x) ,wt( ,x), x), wxx(t,x),w) (i-1, ...,rn) the symbol w denotes a function w: ) 9 (t, x)---w(t, x) (wl(t, x),..., wm(t, x)) G rn, where ) is an arbitrary set such that Dfl [[to, o+T) xNn]C) C(-oc, t o+T) xNn, Wix(t,x) gradxwi(t,x) (i-t,. ..,rn)and -[.02_wi!t. 1 rn). We wx(t'x)" L cOxJO'[c2) (i-1,..., assume that the limits w(t-,x), w(t-,x)(j-1, ., s) exist for all admissible x e Rn, they are finite, all different and w(tj, x): w(tj + ,x) (j 1,..., s) for all admissible x e Rn. System ], t---,t and (t,x')--(t,7)or xul+oc, the limit lmmw(t,x ) is finite; here P(E)is the projection of E on the t-axis.
Obviously, this limit does not depend on the choice of the sequence (t,x) and it will be denoted by w(+,) and w(+,oc)[w(-,) and w(-,oc)], respectively.
Let E be a subset of at0 For the given sets El(i-1,...,m) and the directions i (i-1,...,m) satisfying Assumption (A), for the given functions ai'Ei---N +(i-1,...,m) and for the given functions i'EixN--,R(i-1,...,m) of the variables (t,x,) and weakly increasing with respect to , functions u and v belonging to Z satisfy the inequalities u(t,x) < v(t,x) for (t,x) e D\D, (3.1) 
if (3.5) holds.
ui(t,z) < vi(t,x) for (t,x) e (D\Ei)O([to, to+ T)xRn) (i--l,...,m) ui(t, x) < vi(t, x) for (t, x) E E (i 1,..., m).
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following theorem" For the given set E C E and the direction , satisfying Assumption (A), for the given function a:E-+ and for the given function :ER-4 of the variables (t,x,) and strictly increasing with respect to , functions u and v belonging to Z C PC',(D) satisfy the inequalities
G is parabolic with respect to u in D, and u, v are solutions of the inequality c(t., u(t.). (t.). ,(t. 
v<(tj, x)-ve(t -,x) for x e S (j 1,2,...,s). Fi(t,x,z,p,q,r,w): fi(t,x,z,q,r,w)-ci(t,x)p (i 1,...,m), where (t,x)D,, z m, p , q n, r E M nxn(), w Z, and ci(t,x) _> O (i=l,...,rn) for (t,x) eD,.
The same remarks are true for functions Gi(i 1,..., m) and G from Theorems 4.1-4.3.
Therefore, the degenerate parabolic problems from this paper are more general than the parabolic problems, in the normal form with respect to p, corresponding to the considered degenerate parabolic problems. 
